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Abstract—Robots involved in collaborative and cooperative
tasks with humans cannot be programmed in all their functions.
They are autonomous entities acting in a dynamic and often
partially known environment. How to interact with the humans
and the decision process are determined by the knowledge on
the environment, on the other and on itself. Also, the level of
trust that each member of the team places in the other is crucial
to creating a fruitful collaborative relationship. We hypothesize
that one of the main components of a trustful relationship resides
in the self-modeling abilities of the robot. The paper illustrates
how employing the model of trust by Falcone and Castelfranchi
to include self-modeling skills in the NAO humanoid robot
involved in trustworthy interactions. Self-modeling skills are then
implemented employing features by the BDI paradigm.

Index Terms—Human-Robot Interaction; Trust; Multi-agent
systems; BDI; JASON

I. INTRODUCTION

Human-robot interaction (HRI) is the discipline investigat-

ing how to analyze and develop robots that interact with hu-

mans to pursue a common objective. Interaction is the process

of working together to reach a goal and it can be viewed from

different points of view and has various forms, from direct

command and clear response to the ability of autonomously

decide how to pursue a goal. Every robot applications present

some kind of interactions with humans through explicit or

implicit communications. In the case of autonomous robots

operating as a teammate towards humans, humans provide the

goal and the robot has to be able to maintain knowledge about

the environment and the tasks to perform in order to decide

whether adopting or delegating a task or an action.

Autonomy, proactivity, and adaptivity are the features to

decide, at each moment, which activity has to be fruitfully

performed for efficiently pursuing an objective. From a coop-

erative and social point of view - human-robot team interaction

- this means to be able to decide which action to perform by

itself and which one to delegate to another component of the

team.

This decision cannot be imposed during the design process,

for many reasons ranging from the composition of the envi-

ronment to the characteristics of the interacting entities. The

environment is always strongly dynamic and often unknown.

In the case of a team composed of only humans, the interac-

tion with a teammate is based on the level of knowledge owned

on the environment and on the “other”. Especially, knowledge

about the capabilities of the other, about the interpretation

of the actions of the other concerning the shared goals and

therefore also about the level of trust that is created towards

the other. Trustworthiness is a parameter to be used for letting

an entity decide which action to adopt or which to delegate.

In our work, we are analyzing the role of trust in the human-

robot interactions and the integrated function of self-modeling

and theory of mind for implementing human-robot interactions

based on trust. In this paper, we focus on how to implement

self-modeling in the NAO robot employing the BDI (belief,

desires, intention [15] [3]) agent paradigm and the JASON

framework [2] [1].

The final goal of our work is to implement interactions in

teams of humans and robots so that collaboration is as efficient

and reliable as possible. To do this, both entities involved in

the interaction need to have a certain level of confidence in

each other. Measuring trust in the other is made easier if he

has full knowledge of his capabilities, or if he can understand

his own limitations. The more one of the two entities is aware

of its limitations and abilities, the more the other entity can

establish a level of confidence and create a productive and

fruitful interaction. That is the founding factor of our work.

The idea is to exploit practical reasoning in conjunction

with a well-known model of trust [6] [10] to let the robot

create a model of its actions and capabilities, hence some

kind of self-modeling abilities. We claim that self-modeling

is one of the essential components in trust-based interactions.

Starting from the BDI practical reasoning cycle, we extend the

deliberation process and the belief base representation in a way

that allows the robot to decompose a plan in a set of actions

strictly associated to the knowledge useful for performing each

action. In this way, the robot creates and maintains a model

of the “self” and can justify the results of its actions.

Justification is an essential result of self-modeling abilities

application and at the same time is a useful means for

improving trustful interactions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section II we

illustrate the motivations of our work along with some basic

concepts from trust theory and multi-agent systems domain

useful for understanding the solution proposed in section III; in

section IV we show how we employed our theory in a real case
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study; in section V we compare our work with some related

works and finally in section VI we draw some discussions and

conclusions.

II. THE TRUST THEORY AND AGENTS

Trust is a general term to explain what a human has in mind

about how to rely on others. In literature, we can retrieve more

than one definition of trust. These definitions often are partially

or entirely related one with the others.

One of the most accepted definitions of trust is the one by

Gambetta [12]: Trust is the subjective probability by which an

individual, A, expects that another individual, B, performs a

given action on which its welfare depends.

Trust is strongly related to the knowledge one has on the

environment and on the other. Knowledge of the environment

is often the result of some kind of measure of trust. Trust is

seen both as a mental state and as a social attitude. Trust is

related to the mental process leading to the delegation. The

degree of trust is used to rationally decide whether or not to

delegate an action to another entity, the classic “on behalf of”.

It is for this reason that we choose to use agent technology. A

software agent [19] [20] is born to act in place of the human;

all the theories and technologies about agents are born and

have evolved around this pivotal point.

We refer to the work of Falcone and Castelfranchi [6] [10]

[11] [8]. In [6] the authors consider:

• trust as mental attitude allowing to predict and evaluate

other agents’ behaviors;

• trust as a decision to rely on in other agent’s abilities;

• trust as a behaviour, or an intentional act of entrusting.

Moreover, in [6], trust is considered as composed of a set of

different figures that take part in a trust model:

• the trustor - is an “intentional entity” like a cognitive

agent based on the BDI agent model that has to pursues

a specific goal.

• the trustee - is an agent that can operate into the envi-

ronment.

• the context - is a context where the trustee performs

actions.

• τ - is a “causal process”. It is performed by the trustee

and is composed of a couple of act α and result p, gX is

surely included in p and sometimes it coincides with p.

• the goal gX - is defined as GoalX (g).

The trust function can be defined as the trust of a trustor

agent in a trustee agent for a specific context to perform acts

to realize the outcome result. The trust model is described as

a five-part figures relation:

TRUST (X Y C τ gX) (1)

where X is the trustor agent, Y is the trustee agent. X’s goal

or briefly gX is the most important element of this model. In

some cases, the outcome result can be identified with the goal.

For more insights on the model of trust and the trust theory

refer to [6].

In this theory, trust is the mental counterpart of delegation.

In the sense that trust denotes a specific mental state mainly

Fig. 1. Level of Delegation/Adoption, Literal Help

composed of beliefs and goals, but it may be realized only

through actions. Delegation is the result of a decision taken

by the trustor to achieve a result by involving the trustee.

Several different levels of the delegation have been proposed

in [7] and [9], they range from a situation in which the trustor

directly delegates the trustee to case in which the trustee

autonomously acts on behalf of the trustor.

In our work, we assume an interaction like a continuous

operation of adoptions and delegations and we focus only on

the literal help shown in Fig. 1.

In the literal help, a client (trustor) and a contractor (trustee)

act together to solve a problem, the trustor asks the trustee

to solve a sub-goal by communicating the trustee the set

of actions (plan) and the related result. In the literal help

approach, the trustee strictly adopts all the sub-goals the

trustor assigns to him [7] [9]. This corresponds to the notion

of behaving “on behalf of” that, as said, is one of the key

ideas in the multi-agent systems paradigm. Agents’ features,

such as autonomy, proactivity and rationality are a powerful

means that make trust-based agents ideal candidates to be used

in applications such as human-robot interaction. By employing

the multi-agent paradigm, we may design and develop a multi-

agent system in which a certain number of agents is deployed

in the robots involved in the application domain.

Our idea is to use the belief-desire-intention (BDI) paradigm

[3]. The decision-making model underpinning BDI paradigm

is known as practical reasoning. Practical reasoning is a rea-

soning process for actions, where agents’ desires and agents’

beliefs supply the relevant factor [4]. The practical reasoning,

in human-terms, consists of two activities:

• deliberation and intentions;

• means-ends reasoning.

Each activity can be expressed as the ability to fix a behavior

related to some intentions and deciding how to behave.

All these features of a BDI agent shall faithfully reflect all

we need to realize a system based on the trust theory.

Fig. 2 shows the standard practical reasoning cycle of a BDI

agent. In the following sections, we illustrate how we changed

the reasoning to include self-modeling.
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III. SELF-MODELING USING BDI AGENTS

How to design and implement a team of robots that possess

a model of themselves, of their actions, behaviors, and abili-

ties? And more, how to allow robots reason about themselves

and infer information about their activities, such as why action

has failed?

The idea we propose is to use the multi-agent paradigm

and the BDI theories and techniques for analyzing trust-based

interactions among robots and humans working in a partially

unknown environment. We propose to employ the model

discussed in [10] [6] and to integrate it with the traditional

BDI working cycle [2] (see section II).

For employing this model of trust, we considered the robot

as the trustee and the human as the trustor. Assuming that

the human delegates a part of his goals to the robot, the level

of trust the human has in the robot may be derived from the

robot’s ability to justify the outcome of its actions, especially

in the case of failure. Indeed, self-modeling is the ability to

create a model of several features realizing the self. Among

them the knowledge of owns capabilities, in the sense that the

agent is aware of what it is able to do, and the knowledge

on which actions may be performed on every part of the

environment. Justifying action is the result of reasoning about

actions, it is a real implementation of the self-modeling ability

of an agent (human or robot). For doing this, we propose to

represent the robot’s knowledge through actions and beliefs

on those actions.

In particular, we claim that the module containing the

justification of an action, or of behavior, should comprise

components allowing to reason about the portion of knowledge

useful for performing that action. This has to be made for each

action of a complete plan. If an action is coupled with all the

Fig. 2. Practical reasoning taken from [2] .

concepts it needs for being completed then the performer may

know at each moment whether and why an action is going

wrong and then it may motivate all eventual faults.

This scenario is the result of the implementation of self-

ability and contributes improving the trustful interaction. In

the sense that trust, and then the attitude to adopt or delegate,

may change accordingly. For instance, let us suppose a person

sitting on his desk in a room having the goal of going out the

room; this aim may be pursued by performing some simple

actions like for instance standing up, heading to the door,

opening the door with the key, going out. For each action

the performer uses the knowledge he owns about the external

environment and himself, about his own capabilities: he has

to be able to stand up, he has to know that a key is necessary

for opening the door and he has to possess that key and so

on. Before and during each action the person continuously and

iteratively checks and monitors if he can perform the action.

This can be translated in: having the knowledge on all the

conditions allowing an action to be undertaken and finished.

In section II, in the trust function, the mental state of the

trust is achieved through actions, agent beliefs are implicit and

do not appear as direct variables in the trust function. For the

purpose of this work, we made beliefs explicit so that each

action of the model corresponds to one belief. This choice

allowed us to map the theory of trust with the BDI cycle and

to regularly report the new BDI cycle to the implementation

part including Jason.

We needed to introduce a new representation in the model

of τ from [6].

TRUST (X Y C τ gX) (2)

where τ = (α, p) and gX ≡ p; (3)

By combining the trust theory model and the self-modeling

approach, τ is a couple of a set of plans πi and the related

results pi. Indeed, now the trust model may implement the

BDI paradigm breaking down actions and results into a

combination of various arrangements of plans and sub-results.

Fig. 3. Mapping actions onto beliefs (relation 4)

The model of τ is formalized as:

τ = (α, p) where α =

n⋃

i=1

πi and p =
n⋃

i=1

pi (4)
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Moreover, each atomic plan πi is the composition of action γi
and the portion of belief base Bi for pursuing it; formalized

as:

πi = γi ◦Bi ⇒ α =

n⋃

i=1

(γi ◦Bi) (5)

Bi is a portion of the initial belief base of the overall BDI

system. The ◦ operator represents the composition between

each action of a plan with a subset of the belief base (Fig. 3)

This theoretical framework has been implemented in a real

robotic platform (the NAO-robot) exploiting Jason [2] and

CArtAgO [16] for representing the BDI agents and the virtual

environment. The environment model is created through the

implementation of a perception module using NAO. Actions,

into the real world, are performed using CArtAgO Artifact

through @Operation function.

What happens while executing actions can be explained

by referring to the BDI reasoning cycle. Once the robotic

system has been, at a first stance, analyzed, designed and

put in execution all the agents involved in the system acquire

knowledge. They explore the belief base and all the initial

goals they are responsible for (points 1. 2. 3. 4. - Fig. 2).

Then, the module implementing the deliberation and means-

and-reasoning (points 5. 6. 7. - Fig. 2) is enriched with a new

function. Commonly at this point, while executing the BDI

cycle, the tail of actions for each plan is elaborated to let the

agent decide which action to perform. Since we are interested

in the tail of actions and in all the knowledge useful for each

action, we add a new function:

Ac ← action(Bαi
, Cap) (6)

where Bαi
and Cap are respectively portions of belief base

related to the action αi and the set of agent’s capability for

that action.

Agents execution and monitoring, implies the points 8. 9.

10. 11. 12 of the BDI cycle, that we enriched with a new

portion of the algorithm able to identify the impossible (I,B)

and ¬ succeeded(I,B) (ref. point 9.)

In this step the effective trust interaction takes place, here

we may assume that the robot is endowed with the ability to re-

planning, justifying and requesting supplementary information

to the human being. Thus making the robot fully and trustfully

autonomous and adaptive to each kind of situation it might

face or learn depending on its capabilities and knowledge.

The newly added functions, only for the case of justification,

are shown in the following algorithm:

Algorithm 1:

1 foreach αi do

2 evaluate(αi);

3 J ← justify(αi,Bαi
);

4 end

Fig. 4 details all the elements and the mapping process

among beliefs, actions and plans.

Fig. 4. A block-diagram representation of the causal process τ .

Summarizing, τ is the goal that a trustor decides to assign

to a trustee; it means that a BDI agent is assigned the

responsibility to perform all the actions γi included in τ . The

BDI implementation using Jason and CArtAgO environments

natively owns means for realizing the trust model, by implying:

• Jason Agent - is a BDI agent that allows managing the

NAO robot through an AgentSpeak formalization and the

related asl file [2] with the following:

– ASL Beliefs - is the portion of asl file allowing to

encode the agents’ knowledge base through a set of

beliefs. The set of beliefs includes all the knowledge

about the external and the inner (the capabilities)

environment of an agent;

– ASL Rules - is a way that we use to represent beliefs

that include norms, constraints and domain rules;

– ASL Goals - is the asl file section devoted to encode

the list of goals of the application domains (the list

of desires in the BDI logic);

– ASL Plans - is the section devoted to encoding the

high logic inference to do actions ;

– ASL Actions - is the actual part of the asl file that

let agent commit actions hence a plan;

• CArtAgO Artifact - let the agent perform a set of actions

into the environment. The environment is represented

into CArtAgO virtual environment through all the beliefs

acquired by NAO’s perception module. Moreover, in init

function, all the initial beliefs are imported from the jason

agent file;

• CArtAgO @Operation - is used to implement the agent’s

actions in the environment.

Therefore, starting from:
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• a reference model of environment and agents where the

key point is to consider the agent (hence the robot);

• all the internal elements of agents as part of the environ-

ment;

• the BDI cycle;

• the theory of trust by Falcone and Castelfranchi; [6]

we implemented the trust model allowing to realizing self-

modeling abilities in the agent.

In the following section, we validate this idea by developing

a human-robot team employing the NAO robot and one human.

IV. VALIDATION - THE ROBOT IN ACTION USING JASON

The case study we show in this section focuses on a human-

robot team whose goal is to carry a certain number of objects

from a position to another in the room. The work to be done

is intended to be collaborative and cooperative. Ideally, and

this is part of the continuation of the present work, both the

human and the robot know the overall goals of the system

and communicate each other in order to commit or to delegate

some goals. In this setup, we decided to simplify the example

and considered only the case in which the robot is assigned (by

code, thus simulating the command of the human) to pursue

a specific goal, therefore the first type of delegation shown in

section II.

The environment is composed of a set of objects marked

with the landmarks useful for the NAO to work 1, the set

of capabilities is made up basing on the NAO features, for

instance, to be able to grasp a little box. The NAO is endowed

with the capability of discriminating the dimensions of the

box, and so on.

In this simplified case there is only one agent, the one

managing the robot, which has the responsibility of carrying

a specific object to a given position. The human, ideally the

other agent of the system, indicates the object and its position.

Let us suppose to decompose the main goal (as shown

in Fig. 5) BoxInTheRigthPosition in three sub-goals, namely

FoundBox, BoxGrasped ReachedPosition. Let us consider the

sub-goal ReachedPosition, two of the actions that allow pur-

suing this goal are: goAhead and holdBox2.The NAO has to

go ahead towards the objective and contemporarily hold the

box. The beliefs associated with these actions refer to the

concepts of the knowledge base these actions affect. In this

case, one of the concept is the box, it has attributes like its

dimension, its color, its weight, its initial position and so on.

The approach we use for describing the environment results

in a model containing all the actions that can be made on a

box, for instance holdBox, and a set of predicates representing

the beliefs for each object, for instance hasVisionParameters

or isDropped. They lead to the beliefs visionParameter and

dropped that are associated with the action holdBox through

the relation number (5).

1All the technological implications of using the NAO robot are out of the
scope of this section.

2For space concerns in this paper we show only an excerpt of the whole
AssignmentTree diagram, so only few explanatory belies for each action are
reported.

BoxInTheRight

Position

ReachedPos

ition

BoxGrasped

FoundBox

detect

batteryLimit

openArms

approachBox statusBattery holdBox
…..

batteryLevel

visionPar

ameters

goal

Plan/Action

Belief

Legend

dropped
…..

…..

Fig. 5. A portion of the assignment tree for the case study

In the following a portion of code related to this part of

the example.

Algorithm 2: Portion of code that implement the τ de-

composition.

1 +!ReachedPosition: true ← goAhead; holdBox. [τ ];

2 +!goAhead: batteryLimit(X) & batteryLevel(Y) &

Y < X ← say(“My battery is exhaust. Please let me

charge.”). [γ+

1 ];

3 +!goAhead: batteryLimit(X) & batteryLevel(Y) &

Y ≥ X ← execActions. [γ−

1 ];

4 B1: batteryLimit, batteryLevel ;

5 +!holdBox: dropped(X) & visionParameters(Y) &

X == false← execAct(Y). [γ+

2 ];

6 +!holdBox: dropped(X) & visionParameters(Y) &

X == true← say(“The box is dropped.”). [γ−

2 ];

7 B2: dropped, visionParameters ;

It is worth to note that the model we developed does not

change the way we implement the agent, but only adds a way

to match knowledge to actions.

In Fig. 6 some pictures showing the execution of the case

study with the NAO robot.

V. RELATED WORK

Most of the work in the literature explores the concept

of trust, how to implement it and how to use it, from an

agent society, working in an open and dynamic environment,

viewpoint. So literature mostly focuses on organizations in
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which multiple agents must interact with each other and decide

which action to take based on a certain level of trust in each

other. In our case, while sharing the concept of an open and

dynamic environment, we focus on the theme of man and robot

and explore the two-way role of man-robot and robot-man, of

trust in the interactions between them.

Among the approaches in the literature that focus on trust-

based interactions in open and dynamic environments, here we

briefly present and compare our approach with some existing

ones that, in our opinion, embody the basic features of most

trust approaches.

In [14] decision making is based on trust evaluation

through a decision-theoretic model that allows controlling trust

decision-making activities. The leading point of this works

is to make agents able to evaluate trust. Some reputation

mechanism enables trustor to make a better evaluation. Our

work shares the same objectives but it focuses, we may say, at

a different level of abstraction, we endow the agent with self-

modeling abilities to give the trustor a means for delegating

or making the action by himself. We propose this way as a

higher autonomous form of interaction and cooperation.

In [18] the trust model is applied to the virtual organization

and uses a probabilistic theory that considers parameter cal-

culated from past interactions, if some information lacks or is

inaccurate then the model relies on third parties. In our case

instead, we pose the basis for giving the trustee the ability to

ask for help when it does not possess the knowledge to perform

the delegated action thus always letting the possibility to the

trustor to evaluate. It is some kind of reverse logic, it is no

longer the trustor who is concerned about assessing his trust

in the trustee but it is the trustee who provides the means to

do so.

In [13] is presented a trust model based on reputation,

here FIRE allows creating a measure for the trust that can

be used in different circumstances. This model overcomes the

problem of evaluating trust in a dynamic environment where

it is difficult to consolidate the knowledge the agent has on

the environment. The model we propose, instead, is at this

Fig. 6. The NAO working on the BoxInTheRightPosition goal and the
justification

moment constrained by the fact that the trustor establishes a

level of trust by observing the other agent. However, endowing

the trustee with self-modeling abilities gives the trustor the

possibility to evaluate the work of the other better. In the sense

that the trustor must not only imagine and then evaluate what

the trustee is doing, just by his beliefs but can be enriched by

the explanations that are given by the trustee.

A different approach is proposed in [17], here the authors

use a meta-analysis for establishing which features of the robot

may affect trustworthy relationship form the point of view of

the human. The robot is considered a participant to the team

but not an active part of it, some kind of resource. From this

work we may outline the main difference of our approach

against all the others, we consider the trustee (agent, robot or

whatever else) an active autonomous entity in the interaction.

VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we employed the trust model by Falcone

and Castelfranchi for human-robot interaction in unknown and

highly dynamic environments.

The primary goal of our work is to equip the robot with the

self-modeling ability that allows it to be aware of its skills and

failures. In this work, we made self-modeling explicit as the

ability to justify oneself in the case of failure. In the future,

we will extend the model with the ability to ask for help when

the trustor’s requests do not fall within the trustee’s knowledge

and the ability to autonomously re-planning.

The trust model has been integrated with a BDI-based part

of the deliberation process to include self-modeling. The self-

modeling ability is obtained by joining the plan a BDI agent

commit to activating with the portion of knowledge base useful

for it.

We chose and used JASON and CArtAgO because they

natively support everything that is part of the BDI theory and

besides allow us to implement, without significant changes

to the agent language paradigm, all the elements of the new

reference model for the environment we use.

The outcomes we use in the various phases are not binding;

we are inspired by Tropos [5] for modeling goals, actions and

capabilities. However, we might use whatever methodological

approach giving a view of goals and their decomposition, and

decomposition into plans in a way useful to match with the

related knowledge base.

In the future, we are going to develop and implement the

complete trust model that also implies the ability of an entity

to understand what the other one is going to do. In this way,

we aim at implementing human-robot interaction where each

involved entity delegates or commits an action on the base of

a kind of theory of mind of the other.
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